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Brief History

 Diageo is a global premium drinks company that was formed in 
1997.

 In F06, we began to organize our global safety resources.
 Zero Harm Vision was developed 
 In F07, the Diageo Zero Harm strategy was launched with a 

goal of achieving 50-percent reduction in accidents by F11.
 In F08, a new company leader was appointed to run North 

America.  He quickly changed the accident reduction goal from 
30-percent to 80-percent in one year.

 We organized ourselves and developed a plan.
 This presentation will describe our journey and the programs 

we implemented and are still implementing to maintain a low 
accident rate and to someday achieve zero accidents.
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First Step was to Develop the 
Zero Harm Vision
 Everyone goes home safe, everyday, 

everywhere
 Diageo’s vision is Zero Injuries, Zero 

Fatalities…  Zero Harm.
 No one ever walks by an unsafe condition or 

action.
We are all obsessively committed to 

preventing every single injury

Think, Decide, Act
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Creating a Zero Harm Safety Culture
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“Zero Harm” is attained as an 
organization grows well 

beyond baseline compliance.   
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Achieving Zero Harm

PreventionCulture Compliance Capability

Everyone goes home safe, everyday, everywhere

Zero Harm Strategy

Engagement
All-Hands Safety Days
Safety Culture Assessment

 Leading for Safety
 Zero Harm Recognition & Reward (R&R)
 Charity Rewards



Safety Days
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Safety Culture Assessment

10-Point Safety Survey
XXXXXX

This survey is anonymous.  For the following statements, please indicate how strongly you agree or disagree.  

Item
Strongly 
disagree Disagree Neutral Agree

Strongly 
Agree

1
Diageo is doing the right things to make my workplace as 
safe as possible.

2 Management motivates me to be safety-focused.
3 My supervisor frequently stops or fixes unsafe activities.
4 I should be responsible for my own safety.

5
I often tell coworkers when I see them do something 
unsafe.

6 When something unsafe is reported it gets corrected.

7

Safety is the number one priority at my workplace, even 
above other performance goals -- or "Key Performance 
Indicators" (KPIs).

8
I understand the safety rules and procedures that apply to 
my work area.

9
I follow safety rules and procedures, even if it takes me 
longer.

10 I personally believe that ALL accidents are preventable.

What are you most concerned about when it comes to safety?

Please tell us about your position:
My position is:

[  ] Hourly or Labor    [  ] Temporary Assoc or Harvest Intern  [  ] Salary or Management
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Achieving Zero Harm

Everyone goes home safe, everyday, everywhere

Zero Harm Strategy

 Accident Prevention Plan 
 Executive Accident Reviews
 5-Why Investigation
 Safety Alerts
 Safety Improvement Report Cards (SIRC
 Focus on Ergonomics and Manual Handling
 Risk Assessment

PreventionCulture Compliance Capability



Safety Alerts
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Safety Improvement Report Card
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Achieving Zero Harm

Everyone goes home safe, everyday, everywhere

Zero Harm Strategy

OHS Policy 
 Regulatory Governance Register 
 GRMS Compliance 
 EHS Management Systems
 KPIs / Trend & Performance Improvements – proactive vs. 
reactive KPIs

PreventionCulture Compliance Capability
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Achieving Zero Harm 

Everyone goes home safe, everyday, everywhere

Zero Harm Strategy

PreventionCulture Compliance Capability

 Site Procedures & Training
 Key Safety Training Programs
 Operational Procedures include Safety Requirements
 Global Safety Role Profiles
 Equipment Certification Process and Cross Training



What worked well?
 Development of a common vision and strategy (Zero Harm)
 Maintaining the course – don’t keep changing the program
 Formal program kick off and continued advertising (i.e., posters, 

safety topics, etc.) – in Spanish too!
 Development of safety KPIs
 Embedding Safety KPIs in Individual Performance Objectives
 Executive Accident Calls/Reporting for all accidents
 Safety Alerts (shared learnings through a one page fact sheet)
 Designated Safety Coordinators or Risk Managers for each 

site/area
 Focus on high frequency accidents – ergonomics, manual 

handling and slips, trips and falls
 Auditing for compliance to Diageo standards and Diageo 

leadership behavior expectations
 Talking about safety every day…….keep the focus!
 Think, Decide, Act
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Hurdles we faced during 
this journey…
 Changing people’s mindsets – not all accidents are 

preventable
 Paralysis due to fear of change, cost of upgrades,  gaps 

in skills to understand issues and changes needed
 Large temporary worker population
 Loss of Focus = rise in accident rates
 Hispanic culture – not speaking up
 Gaps in baseline verbal and written language skills
 Staffing the safety role appropriately vs. assigning safety 

to the unlucky person
 Employees doing whatever it takes to get the job done 

and not thinking about hazards.
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Items we are still working on……

 Achieving Zero Accidents
 Behavior based safety program implementation
 Creation of full management systems for 

Environmental, Health & Safety that works for all sites
 Keeping the focus on Safety with competing priorities 

(ISO, Continuous Improvement, Environmental 
Sustainability, etc.)

 Temporary worker management – folding them into our 
culture on short notice.
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What we are most proud of…..

 Keeping our people safe
 Reducing our accident rate over 90-percent
 Going from having the highest accident rates 

within Diageo to the lowest rates for any supply 
center
 Changing old norms by thinking outside the box 

to change challenging safety issues that were 
previously considered just part of the job
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